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observed, without cluster formation.
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The properties of the n-type impurities nitrogen and phosphorus in diamond have been investigated by means 
of electronic band structure calculations within the framework of the semiempirical extended Hiickel tight-bind
ing method. For diamond with the nitrogen and phosphorus substitutional impurities, calculated density of 
states shows the impurity level deep in the band gap. This property can be derived from the substantial <111> 
relaxation of the impurity and nearest-neighbor carbon atoms, which is associated with the population of an an
tibonding orbital between them. The passivated donor property of the P-vacancy complex which lies deep in 
the gap is also discussed.

Introduction

Recent advances in diamond-film growth techniques have 
stimulated an interest in the use of diamond as a sem
iconductor in electronic devices.1 Diamond films produced 
by low-pressure methods have a wide array of potential ap
plications due to their unique mechanical, thermal, optical, 
and semiconducting properties. Despite the significant pro
cess in the field of diamond growth, the problem of repro
ducible doping by donor and acceptor impurities to obtain p- 
n junction remains unresolved. It is well known that p-type 
conductivity can be obtained by boron doping. The results 
reported so far on n-type doping are controversial.2 There is 
continuing interest in making shallow n-type diamond to de
velop the p-n technologies of the semiconductor industry ap
plicable to future diamond-based devices. Nearly all of the 
n-type diamond which has been reported to result from eith
er doping during film growth or ion implantation is highly 
resistive. An understanding of the behavior of impurities in 
diamond is important a옹 a tool in the search for a possible 
n-type dopant.

Substitutional nitrogen and phosphorus with five valence 

electrons are prototype n-type impurities in diamond. While 
the isolated nitrogen impurity is well characterized ex
perimentally,3'8 the phosphorus doping has not been widely 
reproduced.9,10 The problem of nitrogen and phosphorus im
purities in diamond has also been addressed using a number 
of theoretical techniques.11-16 Nonetheless, a complete quan
titative description of the impurity energetics and structure 
is still lacking. Self-consistent m이ecular orbital calculations 
by Astier et al. predicted a deep donor level occurring at 1.3 
eV below the diamond conduction band edge for the sub
stitutional nitrogen impurity.11 This level was degenerate 
and therefore assumed to be Jahn-Teller unstable with 
respect to a distortion. However, self-consistent Green's 
function calculations on this impurity in diamond find a 
non-degenerate shallow level (0.15 eV below the conduc
tion band edge) and therefore no Jahn-Teller instability.12 
The authors suggest that the off-center distortion of nitrogen 
is driven by local bonding effects. Theoretical calculations13 
based on the local-density approximation show that phos
phorus is a deep donor at 1.09 eV below the bottom of the 
conduction band; however, calculations14,15 using the plane
wave pseudopotential method predict that phosphorus would 
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take a single atomic substitutional site and be a shallow 
donor with a level at 0.2 eV. This makes phosphorus po
tentially interesting as a substitutional n-type dopant in di
amond, but it will be very difficult to incorporate it because 
of its large atomic size. In the semiempirical molecular or
bital study by Anderson and Mehandru16 it was calculated 
to bind in a diamond monovacancy site about 10 eV more 
weakly than a carbon atom, whereas a nitrogen atom was 
calculated to bind only 4 eV more weakly than the carbon 
atom. This instability of phosphorus in diamond is in part 
caused by a promoted electron occupying the P-C an
tibonding orbital. This antibonding orbital is pushed high 
above the top of the gap region because the large size of 
the P 3p orbitals overlaps the 2p orbitals of the neighboring 
carbon atoms strongly, dumping its electron at the bottom 
of the conduction band.

In spite of a considerable amount of work carried out on 
incorporating phosphorus in diamond with the aim of mak
ing a shallow donor defect, almost all chemical vapor de
position (CVD) grown diamond still remains highly resis
tive.17-20 The absence of n-type conduction in this CVD di
amond could be attributed either to the nitrogen con
tamination which compensates substitutional phosphorus or 
to the formaton of phosphorus-vacancy complexes. Positron 
annihilation studies21 show that vacancies are common de
fects in CVD diamond. The lack of an optical signal due to 
vacancies in the P-rich material suggests that they are 
bound up with P in some form. In this paper we study the 
electronic properties of N and P atoms in substitutional 
monovacancy sites, P-N disubstitutional pairs, and phos
phorus-vacancy complexes using the extended Hiickel tight- 
binding (EHTO) method.22~24 In particular, we concentrate 
on a better understanding of the bonding relations of these 
impurities in diamond. Since first-principles quantum
mechanical cluster calculations are presently limited by 
available computing resources to two or three shells of car
bon atoms, we avoid the problem of surface reconstruction, 
passivation, and dangling bond states which otherwise 
would interfere with the states of the substitutional defect in 
the gap by using the supercell framework and periodic boun
dary conditions of the semiempirical EHTB method.

Calculational method

The band structure calculations of the diamond impurity 
system were carried out in the crystalline extension of the 
extended Huckel method. For each Slater-type atomic or
bital (AO)(|)v, a corresponding Bloch sum bv (k) is given as

N
b Jk) = 1/N £exp阵Rp) -RP\ ⑴

p=i

where the sum is made over the N cells in the solid and k 
is the wave vector of the Bloch 아ate. The crystal orbital Wi 
(jt) are expanded as linear combinations of the basis Bloch 
sums,

V4Q) = £Gv(QW), (2)
. 炒1

where n is the number of Bloch functions the number 
of AO's in the cells) in the basis set. For each 屮(")，the 
eigen energies 이*) and the coefficients Civ (k) are obtained 

from the solutions of the determinantal equation and the sec
ular equation:

\H(k)-S(k)ei(k)\=0 (3)
(反(幻—S@)q(Q)C0) = O for i=l to n. (4)

Here, C(k) is the matrix of coefficients, the elements of 
which are the Civ (k)'s. H(lc) and S(k) are the Hamiltonian 
and overlap matrices, respectively, and their elements are de
fined by

H^)=<b^k)\H^\bv(k)> (5)
and S削(幻=(幻丨 (6)

The expansion of S卩购 contains overlap integrals <^(r - 
7?p)|(|)v(r - R^> which are in practice neglected when \Rp- 
殉>13 A. Similarly, the H^v(k) expands on vSJH띠(幅그 

terms. The atomic parameters used in these calcul간ions are 
the Slater exponents 。of the Slater orbitals and the di
agonal elements of the effective Hamiltonian Hcff, 
<(|)jHeff|(|)M>. These parameters are given in Table 1. The off- 
diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian are calculated by 
means of the modified Wolfsberg・Helmh이z approximation.26 
The band structure calculations used a 24-atom supercell 
아lown in Figure 1. The C-C bond distance is set at 1.54 A 
except when there is an inclusion of impurity-atom re
laxation in the diamond lattice. A 64 k-point mesh of the ir
reducible part of the Brillouin zone was used to compute 
the density of states (DOS) and the crystal orbital overlap 
populations (COOP) for the 3D solid.

Table 1. Atomic parameters used in the calculations.38 Slater or
bital exponents。(a.u.) and diagonal Hamiltonian matrix ele
ments Heff (eV)

atom orbital H成

C 2s -21.4 1.625
2p -11.4 1.625

N 2s -26.0 1.950
2p -13.4 1.950

P 3s -18.6 1.75
3p -14.0 1.30

Figure 1. Unit cell of the diamond lattice used for defect stu
dies.
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Figure 2. EHTB band structure of diamond. The horizontal 
dashed line indicates the Fermi level.
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Figure 4. COOP curves for the C-C bond. The vertical dashed 
line indicates the Fermi level.

Results and discussion

Pure diem이서 in absence of defect. The band 
structure of the perfect diamond crystal is 아lown in Figure
2. All symmetry lines of the orthorhombic Brillouin zone 
were considered in the calculations. The valence band struc
ture exhibits rather flat energy bands with little variation in 
energy along the symmetry direction. The conduction band 
structure shows somewhat greater curvature than that of the 
valence band. There is a band gap of 5.0 eV which 
separates the valence from the conduction bands, while the 
observed gap is 5.5 eV^ The unit cell of contains 96 
valence electrons. There are 48 valence bands in C% and 
each band is occupied by two electrons; hence, the valence 
bands can be completely filled and the diamond is expected 
to be an insulator.

The total and projected density of states for the perfect di
amond are 아iowh in Figure 3. The low-energy end of the 
valence band energy spectrum (-33.2 to -22.2 eV) is 
dominated by the C 2s atomic states. This is followed by a 
region 2.5 eV wide in which the states consist of carbon 2s
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Figure 3. Partial DOS of C in diamond (... 2s contribution,-- 
2p contribution). The vertical dashed line indicates the Fermi level.

and 2p orbitals. Finally, the high-energy section of the 
valence band contains pure carbon 2p states. For the con
duction band, there is a significant contribution from the C 
2p states in the low-lying energy areas of the band structure. 
Both band-edge states are dominated by the C 2p orbitals 
and these are strongly split by the effect of bonding and an
tibonding interactions between the 2p orbitals of the neigh
boring C atoms.

In order to understand the nature of the chemical bonding 
in diamond we need to look at the COOP27 for a given 
bond. Essentially, these curves tell us the bonding, non
bonding or antibonding nature of the levels in a certain en
ergy range. Those for the C-C bond are 아lown in Figure 4. 
Below the gap at - 9.3 eV, all the filled states are bonding, 
but above the gap strong antibonding features develop. An 
electron count above the electron filling of 96 electrons 
would have a destabilizing effect.

Substitutional N. Substitutional nitrogen, with five 
valence electrons, is expected to be an n-type impurity in di
amond. However, nitrogen impurity is accepted to introduce 
a deep level 1.7-2.1 eV below the bottom of the conduction 
band.7,8 There have been several theoretical investigations 
into nitrogen in diamond."시心8~32 丁眼 focus of these cal
culations has been on the length of the single long C-N in- 
temuclear distance, which is reported as the percent in
crease over 나le bulk diamond nearest-neighbor distance of 1. 
54 A. The atoms neighboring N were relaxed giving rise to 
a trigonal distortion. In the present work, we do not address 
the problem of the position of an impurity atom in the di
amond lattice, but rather focus on the effect of the relaxed 
마mcture around the N atom on the electronic properties of 
N-doped diamond. For nitrogen occupying a relaxed sub
stitutional site, the distortion is assumed to occur in the 
vlll그 direction with N atom and the <111> C atom mov
ing away from the N so that the defect has the same local 
에ucture as determined in Ref. 25. Figure 5 shows a 
schematic model of the orbital correlation diagram as
sociated with the bonding of the substitutional N atom to 
the vacancy site in diamond. The dangling orbitals due to 
the carbon vacancy are located near the top of the valence 
band. The nitrogen impurity produces two states of interest,
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N N - V Diamond
vacancy(V)

Figure 5. Schematic orbital con아ation diagram of the levels in
duced by the N atom binding to a carbon vacancy in diamond.

the bonding and antibonding combinations of the N 2s and 
2p orbitals mixed with the C dangling-bond orbitals, es
sentially localized on the four carbon atoms surrounding the 
vacancy. All bonding orbitals formed from the overlap of 
the N atomic orbitals with the dangling orbitals lie in the 
valence band as shown in Figure 5. Note that a singly oc
cupied orbital in the gap is the antibonding combination of 
the N and C 2p orbitals along the vlll그 direction. In the 
absence of lattice relaxation the singly occupied C-N o* or
bital is located at the bottom of the conduction band. This 
system is expected to be unstable toward 아ructural dis
tortions to stabilize the antibonding state sin이y occupied. A 
single C-N bond stretch along the vlll그 direction 시lows 
the C-N o* orbital to lower into the nHd・band gap in en
ergy. It is the antibonding occupancy which is the source of 
a distortion which moves the carbon and the nitrogen atoms 
from each other. The C-N bond distance increased by 0.46 
A from the diamond value of 1.54 A reflects its bond order 
of 1/2. Its Mulliken overlap population is c시culated to be 6.
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Figure 7. Partial DOS of single substitutional nitrogen in 
"relaxed" diamond with the relaxation of N and C along <111> 
only. The solid line represe가s the t이al DOS. The vertical dashed 
line indicates the Fermi level.

7% that of the other three C-N single bonds. The DOS 
curve for the 24-atom supercell with the central C atom re
placed with N is 아｝own in Figure 6, in which the gap state 
appears as a shoulder on the low-energy side of the di
amond conduction band. Figure 7 shows the projected DOS 
curve of the impurity donor state which appears in the band 
gap when the geometrical relaxation of the nitrogen im
purity stated above is considered. This result can be ex
plained by remarking that the N donor state bands lying 
rather deep in the gap are in nature antibonding, so that 
they are derived almost exclusively from the conduction 
band states. The COOP curve in Figure 8 confirms this. 
These calculated donor bands are too deep to lead to ap
preciable conductivity, consistent with observed behavior.7,8

Substitutional P. Isovalent with nitrogen, phosphorus 
is predicted to be a shallow donor.14,16 This is because its or
bital overlap with neighboring C atoms is much larger com
pared to that of N so that the half-filled a* orbit시 will be 
very destabilized, even in the relaxed structure. Theoretical 
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Figure 6. Partial DOS of single substitutional nitrogen in 
"unrelaxed*' diamond. The vertical dashed line indicates the Fer
mi level.
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studies by Bemholc et al.14 using the plane wave pseu
dopotential method found that the phosphorus impurity 
atom remained on-site and the impurity donor level lay 0.2 
eV below the bottom of the conduction band. However, the 
equilibrium solubility of phosphorus in diamond was 
predicted to be very low, even at the high temperatures. In 
contrast, a self-consistent local density approximation clust
er calculations13 determined the deep donor level position of 
1.09 eV relative to the conduction band edge.

We investigated the electronic properties of this defect by 
assuming the outward radial relaxation of nearest-neighbors 
from the impurity atom, holding the remaining atoms in the 
supercell fixed at their ideal lattice positions. Substitutional 
phosphorus is to be distinguished from substitutional ni
trogen with off-site defect. Both N and one of the C neigh
bors in the latter move off-site along <111>, resulting in a 
substantial bond extention. However, the lattice relax가ion 
around the P impurity in the former is reported to be small.16 
According to the cluster molecular orbital study by And
erson and Mehandru,16 three P-C bond distances were in
creased by 0.06 A and the fourth by 0.08 A. These P-C 
bond distances are considerably less than the sum of te of 
the restoring force of the lattice preventing further separa
tion. For the relaxation of the local C atoms around the im
purity site, the trigonal structure given in Ref. 16 was used 
for the calculations.

In contra어 with the N impurity, the donor impurity state 
is not visible in the band gap as 아iowd in Figure 9. The P 
impurity state situates high up in the conduction band, 
which is caused by the strong antibonding nature of the 
bonds between the phosphorus and the neighboring C 
atoms, reflecting the large size of the P atomic orbitals. 
Thus, substitutional P, with a singly occupied level close to 
the bottom of the conduction band, is predicted to be a shal
low donor. However, the experimental results on phos
phorus doping are contradictory.19 Two possible ex
planations may exist for obtaining a deep donor level due 
to phosphorus doping. One is that phosphorus is present as 
P[ being compensated by deep level traps. In this regard, a 
recent interesting experimental paper33 has reported the ab
sence of conductivity for the epitaxial diamond films pre-
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Figure 9. Partial DOS of single substitutional phosphorus in di
amond. The vertical dashed line indicates the Fermi level.
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pared by the hot-filament CVD technique using phosphine 
and nitrogen simultaneously as doping sources. We provide 
an electronic structure explanation for the lack of donor 
ability of substitutional P codoped with nitrogen using the 
model of substitutional N-P dimer pairs in the following sec
tion. The other is that phosphorus does not enter in singly 
substitutional form but makes impurity-vacancy complexes. 
The formation of a phosphorus-vacancy complex in order to 
accommodate the large phosphorus atom may be preferable 
comparing with the substitutional position of phosphorus in 
the diamond lattice. The electronic properties of this com
plex in diamond are discussed later.

Substitutional P-N dimer pairs. From theoretical 
calculations14-16 and experiments,17'20 it is clear that it would 
be very difficult to obtain the substitutionally incorporated P 
in diamond, and this is mainly because of its large size as 
discussed earlier. Recent experimental works on the P in
corporation into the epitaxial films have shown that it could 
be greatly enhanced by introducing nitrogen simultaneously. 
33~第 They found no electrical conductivity. Our EHTB band 
calculations on the substitutional P-N dimer in diamond lat
tice are based on the minimum energy structures, including 
relaxations of the nitrogen and phosphorus atoms and the 
first carbon shell, which can be found in Ref. 36. One of 
the N-C bonds stretches to 2.0 A, having zero bond order. 
Figure 10 and 11 show the DOS and COOP curves of the 
doubly occupied N-C o* band lying deep in the gap, respec
tively. P character is not found in the gap. Essentially, this 
implies th가 these dimers are polarized as N"-P+ because of 
compensation. The reduction of N to N 一 with two band 
gap electrons gives a longer N-C bond with the occupied a* 
아ate of an energy even deeper in the gap. Being doubly oc- 
이】pied, the N-C gap state drops deep into the gap with its 
long bond stretch. Consequently, substitutional P-N dimers 
are calculated to be a deep donor, which accounts for the 
absence of electrical conductivity and luminescence ob
served in Ref. 33.

P-vacancy complex. In the calculations for the P-V 
complex we used trigonal symmetry from which two C 
atoms were removed and a P atom added. The P atom lies
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Figure 10. Partial DOS for the N (dotted line) and the P 
(dashed line) atoms of the substitutional P-N dimer in diamond. 
The vertical dashed line indicates the Fermi level.
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at the midpoint between two neighboring vacancies to gen
erate a P-V pair. The six P-C bond lengths are 1.94 A. The 
stability of this split vacancy geometry is partially con
nected with the large atomic size of P. Figure 12 shows the 
six dangling bonds of the P-V defect in the region of the 
band gap. These form a midgap state just above the top of 
the valence band which is localized on the six C atoms sur
rounding P and has very little amplitude on P. The position 
of this midgap state is so deep that the defect would be ex
pected to trap electrons from any donor and act as a deep 
acceptor. This would be an explanation of considerable dif
ficulty in making phosphorus electrically active in diamond.

Conclusions

We examined the properties of N and P atoms in mono
vacancy substitutional sites and P-N pairs and P-V complex 
in divacancy sites. When N donor impurity atom with five 
valence electrons is introduced in a vacancy in diamond, an 
electron is promoted to an antibonding orbital of the bond 

between the donor atom and a neighboring carbon atom. 
This antibonding occupancy gives an elongation of that 
bond which brings the N-C o* orbital deep into the band 
gap and accounts for the <111> trigonal distortion observed. 
By contrast, for the substitutional phosphorus defect P-C o* 
antibonding component can no longer place the level in the 
band gap to rise above the top of the gap region. It will 
dump its electron at the bottom of the conduction band. 
This destabilization is caused by the strong antibonding in
teractions between the large P atom and the neighboring C 
atoms, even in the relaxed structure. Despite substitutional 
P being expected to behave as a donor there is no exper^ 
imental evidence proving that P-doped diamond shows 
measurable electrical conductivity or P induced luminescence. 
This can be explained by the fonnation of P-N disubsti- 
tutional pairs and P-V complex in diamond which are deep 
donors and compensate substitutional P.
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Quasiclassical trajectory calculations were carried out for the reactions of H+H2 (v=0, J=0) and its isotope vari
ants on the Siegbahn-Liu-Truhlar-Horowitz potential energy surface for the relative energies E between 6 and 150 
kcal/mol. The goal of the work was to understand the inter- and intramolecular isotope effects. We examine the 
relative motion of reactants during the collision using the method of analysis that monitors the intermolecular 
properties (intemuclear distances, geometry of reactants, and final product). As in other works, we find that the 
heavier the incoming atom is, the greater the reaction cross section is at the same collision energy. Using the 
method of analysis we prove that the intermolecular isotope effect is contributed mainly by differences in reo
rientation due to the different reduced masses. We show that above E=30 kcal/mol recrossing also contributes to 
the interim이ecular isotope effect. For the intramolecular isotope effect in the reactions of H+HD and T+HD, we 
reach the same conclusions as in the systems of O(3P)+HD, F+HD, and Cl+HD. That is, the intramolecular iso
tope effect below E=150 kcal/mol is contributed by reorientation, recrossing, and knockout type reactions.

Introduction

Recently, we have carried out a series of quasiclassical 
trajectory (QCT) computations1**10 for gas phase exchange 
reactions such as .

X+H2 —> XH+H, (1)
X+HD — XH+D, (2a)

—스 XD+H, (2b) 

where X is O(3P), F, Cl, T, and H, in order to understand 
the effect of translational, vibrational, and rotational energy 
in the reactants on the reactive cross section. For all of the 
systems we have studied there is a barrier to reaction which 
is lowe아 in the linear configuration and which grows as the 
X-H-H angle is bent. We have also examined the inter- and 
intramolecular isotope effects in some of these reactions. In 
the QCT works certain intermolecular properties (bond


